A search for stable or long-lived heavy charged particles in e + e ? interactions at energies of 130-136, 161 and 172 GeV has been performed using the data taken by the DELPHI experiment at LEP. The search is based on particle identi cation provided by the Time Projection Chamber and the Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector. Upper limits at 95% con dence level are derived on the cross-section for heavy long-lived pair-produced charge e and 2=3e particles in the range of 0.4-2.3 pb for masses from 45 to 84 GeV/c 2 . Within supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model, long-lived charginos with masses from 45 to 84 (80) GeV/c 2 for high (low) sneutrino masses can be excluded at 95% con dence level. Left-handed (right-handed) long-lived or stable smuons and staus with masses between 45 and 68 (65) GeV/c 2 can be excluded at 95% con dence level.
1 Introduction A search for stable or long-lived charged particles y produced in e + e ? collisions has been performed using the data taken by the DELPHI experiment at the Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP) running at centre-of-mass energies of p s = 130-136, 161 and 172 GeV. The result extends the searches carried out at 91 GeV 1] to masses above 45 GeV/c 2 .
Although in the Standard Model (SM) no further fundamental stable heavy particle is expected to exist, it is important to search for new physics since it is generally accepted that the Standard Model is not a complete theory. One possibility to extend the Standard Model is Supersymmetry (SUSY). It predicts the existence of new particles, some of which might be accessible at LEP II 2] . It is usually assumed that the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable and neutral. Most of the supersymmetric particles will decay through cascades into the LSP and Standard Model particles. However, it is not excluded that some of the charged supersymmetric particles have su ciently long lifetimes to be observed as stable particles in the detector. In models where the neutralino is the LSP, this situation can occur for charginos if the light chargino and the LSP are almost degenerate. In models where the gravitino is the LSP 3], sleptons can obtain long lifetimes in a very natural way 4], especially the staus, the superpartners of the tau lepton.
Apart from these theoretical motivations, it is important to study the LEP II data and look for unexpected particles such as stable heavy charged particles with charge e and stable fractional charged particles from uncon ned quarks with charge 2=3e. Therefore, a search has been made for stable heavy charged particles with a mass larger than 45 GeV/c 2 and charges e or 2=3e that decay outside the tracking detectors, which extend to a typical radius of 1.5 m. The search assumes that new long-lived charged particles do not interact more strongly than ordinary matter particles, i.e. electrons, muons, pions, kaons and protons. No search was made for charge 1=3e particles, because the main tracking detector is not sensitive to their low ionization loss.
The search is based on the ionization loss measurement in the main tracking device of DELPHI, the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), and particle identi cation provided by the Barrel Ring Imaging CHerenkov detector (RICH). For heavy particles with masses above 45 GeV/c 2 , no Cherenkov photons are expected in the gas or liquid radiator. The combination of the TPC and RICH detectors allows for an e cient detection of new heavy particles with a small background from ordinary matter particles. The data taken in 1995 correspond to a total integrated luminosity of 5.9 pb ?1 at centre-of-mass energies of 130-136 GeV, while the data taken in 1996 correspond to 9.8 pb ?1 at 161 GeV and 9.9 pb ?1 at 172 GeV z .
Event and track selection
A detailed description of the DELPHI apparatus can be found in 5] and its performance in 6]. The event selection was mainly based on the TPC and optimised for both low and high multiplicity events. Events with initial state radiation and a resonant Z were kept in the sample. Tracks were selected if their impact parameter in the transverse plane was less than 5 cm and in the longitudinal direction less than 10 cm. The relative error on the measured momentum was required to be less than 100% and the track length y Throughout the paper stable particles include long-lived particles decaying outside the detector. z This includes 1.0 pb ?1 taken at 170 GeV 2 larger than 30 cm. Each event was divided into two hemispheres according to the thrust axis calculated from charged and neutral particles. The total momentum of all the particles in each hemisphere was required to be more than 10 GeV/c. An event was accepted if it had at least one charged particle with a momentum above 5 GeV/c reconstructed on the basis of the TPC and lying inside the Barrel RICH acceptance of j cos j < 0:68, where is the polar angle. To remove cosmic muons, tighter cuts were applied on the impact parameter of 0.15 cm in the transverse and 1.5 cm in the longitudinal direction for events with two tracks, at least one of which had one or more associated hits in the barrel muon chambers. Thus 2068 events were selected for the 130-136 GeV data set, 1795 events for the 161 GeV data set and 1441 for the 172 GeV data set.
The analysis was optimised to select high mass particles with charge e or 2=3e, combining the particle identi cation provided by the TPC and RICH. The cuts explained in detail below are indicated in Figures 1 to 3 .
To ensure a reliable measurement of the normalised ionization loss dE/dx in the TPC, at least 80 wire signals (out of the maximumof 192) were required. The average resolution for particles with momenta above 5 GeV/c is better than 10%. The ionization loss was normalised to that of a minimum ionising particle. It was calibrated on a run-to-run basis and cross-checked with identi ed particles in the RICH detector. Results for the ionization loss for di erent particles as a function of the momentum can be found in 6].
Two dE/dx selections were applied to search for tracks with anomalous ionization. Firstly, charged particles with momenta x above 5 GeV/c and normalised ionization losses above 2 and below 10 were selected to look for particles with low velocity c. For ionization losses above 10, the TPC becomes ine cient due to saturation and splitting e ects. For particles with a below 0.1, and hence ionization losses well above 10, the global tracking e ciency is further reduced because the track elements in the di erent tracking detectors appear to be displaced and rotated.
Secondly, particles with momenta above 15 GeV/c with ionization losses below the expected ionization for a proton by more than 0.3 units were selected, to look for 2=3e particles with high .
Cherenkov radiation data from the gas and liquid radiators of the Barrel RICH 7] were then used. The average Cherenkov angle was estimated from single photons associated to a track, as described in 6] and 8]. The mean number of photons for a = 1 particle was 14 in the liquid radiator and 8 in the gas radiator. Both radiators were used in the veto mode.
In the gas radiator, it was required that no photons were associated to the track. Data taken when the Barrel RICH was not operational were rejected. It was checked on a track-by-track basis that the detector was fully operational by requiring that more than two ionization hits, associated to the track, were detected in the multiwire proportional chamber of the RICH. The pion, kaon and proton thresholds in the gas radiator are at 2, 8 and 15 GeV/c. Consequently the gas veto strongly reduced the number of ordinary matter particles accepted. The gas veto was applied for particles with momenta above 5 GeV/c.
In the liquid radiator, it was required that not more than 4 photons were associated to the track. The cut was placed at four and not at zero photons, because photons are searched for in a large area, so backgrounds from rings and ionization hits from neighbouring particles can be present. In this way, particles with a of less than 0:79 were selected. The liquid veto was applied for tracks with momenta above 15 GeV/c, corresponding to masses of 12 GeV/c 2 and higher.
x In the following, "momentum" means the apparent momentum, de ned as the momentum divided by the charge jqj, because this is the physical quantity measured (from the track curvature).
It is important to reduce the background from cosmic muons. There were about 23 cosmic rays in the total event sample. For cosmic muons, no Cherenkov light is detected in the upper half of the detector, so they look like heavy particles. Therefore only tracks in the bottom half of the detector -corresponding to azimuthal angles larger thanwere used for the liquid veto.
By combining the measurement of the ionization loss with the gas veto and by combining the gas and liquid veto, clean signatures for high mass particles were obtained.
Summarising, tracks were selected if they had no associated photons in the gas RICH and satis ed any of the following further criteria:
(i) for momenta above 5 GeV/c, the measured normalised ionization loss was anomalously high -above 2 and below 10; (ii) above 15 GeV/c, the measured ionization loss was anomalously low -below the proton expectation by at least 0.3 units; (iii) above 15 GeV/c, and for azimuthal angles larger than , not more than four photons were detected in the liquid RICH. Selection (ii) was designed for charge 2=3e particles.
Comparing the ionization loss measurement and the liquid veto RICH signal before and after the gas veto was applied allowed the background or misidenti cation probability to be estimated and compared to simulations. For the simulation of the physics background, the PYTHIA generator 9] with DELPHI tuning 10] was used in combination with a detailed simulation program for the detector response 6].
Experimental Results
In Figures 1, 2 and 3, the measured normalised energy loss and Cherenkov angle in the liquid RICH after the gas veto are shown as a function of the momentum for the 130-136, 161, and 172 GeV data. The straight lines indicate the selections, and expectation curves for di erent masses and charges are also shown. After applying the selections, described in the previous section, no candidate particles were found. This is compatible with the expected background estimated below.
The expected background with dE/dx above 2 comes from overlapping tracks, delta rays and the tail of the Landau distribution. It is reduced by the gas veto to only 0.5 0.2 events after selection (i), for the total data set.
The background expected after selection (ii) comes mainly from protons, kaon and pions. It is reduced by the gas veto to 0.3 0.3 events for the whole data set.
The background passing selection (iii) comes from the fact that there is a probability of about 7% of observing four photons or less in the liquid radiator for ordinary matter particles. The expected background amounts to 2 1 events for the whole data set.
Figures 1b, 2b and 3b contain some entries corresponding to charged particles with a Cherenkov angle more than 50 mrad below the saturated angle of 670 mrad. These particles are mostly misidenti ed pions, usually with few photons in the ring, where the Cherenkov angle is shifted downwards due to tails in the single photon distribution. These tails are well reproduced by the simulation program.
To obtain upper limits on the cross-section, simulation studies were performed for charge e and 2=3e particles. E ciencies were obtained for di erent mass values ranging from 45 to 84 GeV/c 2 and di erent centre-of-mass energies.
A possible signal of stable, heavy pair-produced charged particles was simulated using the SUSYGEN generator 11] including initial state radiation, resulting in an almost at 4 distribution in cos . Particles of di erent mass and charge were generated and followed through the detector, simulating its detailed response. The e ciency for di erent heavy particle masses and centre-of-mass energies is given in Figure 4a . The e ciency drops rapidly to zero for masses above 65 (77, 84) GeV/c 2 for a centre-of-mass energy of 136 (161, 172) GeV, mainly because the normalised dE/dx exceeds 10 for higher mass values.
The same procedure was followed for particles with charge 2=3e, and the e ciencies are given in Figure 4b . The valley seen in Figure 4b around masses of 60 and 70 GeV/c 2 is caused by the fact that the dE/dx curve for a high mass particle of charge 2=3e crosses the pion expectation band. An analysis based only on the ionization loss measurement would have holes in the e ciency curves for a charge 2=3e particle. For a charge e particle, the e ciency would be signi cantly reduced in the mass region from 45 to 55 GeV/c 2 . Use of the liquid and gas RICH veto largely avoids this problem.
The quoted e ciencies can be extrapolated to cases where, for example, the pair produced particles have an angular distribution of the form 1 + cos 2 , as for SM fermion pairs, or cases where ordinary fragmentation particles accompany the heavy particle. In the rst case the e ciency would be reduced by 16%.
From the e ciencies obtained from simulation, upper limits on the cross-section at 95% con dence level were obtained. The results for the di erent energies are shown in Figure 5 for charge e and 2=3e particles. Upper limits in the range of 0.4 to 2.3 pb on the cross-section for pair-produced heavy particles with charge e or 2=3e are obtained in the mass region from 45 to 84 GeV/c 2 .
Implications for SUSY models
In supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model with a minimal Higgs sector (MSSM), R-parity conservation, and a neutralino as the LSP, the next-to-lightest sparticle (NLSP) can have a long lifetime provided that it has su ciently high mass degeneracy with the LSP and that the couplings are small. In the following, such models with a long-lived chargino or slepton as the NLSP are discussed and mass limits are given. In the special scenario where the chargino is the NLSP and a slepton is highly degenerate with it, the mass limits derived for the charginos can also be applied for the slepton.
Another class of models assumes that the gravitino is the LSP. In a number of these models sleptons, in particular staus, may have su ciently long lifetimes in a very natural way, so that they should be visible as stable charged particles in the detector 3]. For selectrons, the contribution via t-channel neutralino exchange has to be taken into account. For certain values of the parameters of the MSSM, the predicted production cross-section falls below 0.1 pb; hence no general mass limit can be set.
Charginos
If the second lightest SUSY particle is a chargino and it has a su ciently long lifetime, it cannot be found by the usual chargino searches 12], since they assume immediate decay of the particle, leaving characteristic signatures with high missing energy. However, if the decay length of the chargino exceeds several metres, it is visible in the detector. This case is covered by this search.
In the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), the chargino and the neutralino masses are determined by the low energy mass scale parameters for the bino, M 1 , and the wino, M 2 , by the low energy scale parameter of the Higgs terms in the supersymmetric lagrangian, , and by the ratio of the vacuum expectation values, tan = v 2 =v 1 .
For given values of M 2 , and tan , the chargino masses are fully determined, whereas M 1 enters in the neutralino mixing matrix. A random variation of the parameters of the model was performed for low (tan =1.5) and high (tan =35) values of tan , and the mass spectrum, production cross-sections and decay widths were calculated using the SUSYGEN program. The lifetime of the light chargino was estimated from its total decay width, taking into account all possible decay channels. Points in parameter space were selected for which the light chargino was heavier than 45 GeV/c 2 and its decay probability within a ight distance larger than 1.5 m was larger than 95%, to ensure that the e ciency curve of Figure 4a could be applied.
In experimental analyses the validity of the GUT relation M 1 = 5=3 tan 2 W M 2 is usually assumed 2]. Within such models, high degeneracies of the light chargino with the LSP are possible if M 2 j j. M 2 must have a value well above 10 TeV/c 2 to get su ciently long-lived charginos. In this case the mass of the light chargino, which is an almost pure Higgsino, is given by j j. The production cross-section does not depend on the sneutrino mass, and a lower limit of 84 GeV/c 2 on the mass of these long-lived charginos can be given.
In order to cover a larger range of models, the GUT relation was dropped, and the parameters were varied within the bounds 0:5 M 1 =M 2 16, 0 GeV/c 2 < M 2 200 GeV/c 2 , and ?1500 GeV/c 2 1500 GeV/c 2 . For most of the solutions, the mass di erence between the LSP and the chargino was less than 0:1 GeV/c 2 . Again, the scans were carried out for tan = 1:5 and tan = 35. All other sparticle masses were chosen at a scale of one TeV, with the exception of the sneutrino mass, m~ . Since for all selected parameter settings the relation j j M 2 holds, resulting in a light chargino that is mostly a wino, a low sneutrino mass can reduce the production cross-section via destructive interference of the t-channel~ contribution with the s-channel Z= contribution. For this reason, the cases of a high sneutrino mass (200 GeV/c 2 <m~ < 1 TeV/c 2 ) and a light sneutrino mass (41 GeV/c 2 m~ 200 GeV/c 2 ) were considered separately. Figure 6 shows the dependence of the production cross-sections on the chargino mass for a centre-of-mass energy of 172 GeV. The experimental upper limits on the production cross-sections at p s=130-136 GeV, p s=161 GeV, and p s=172 GeV were combined, taking into account the ratio of the expected production cross-sections for long-lived charginos at these energies { . This ratio was calculated as a function of the chargino mass and, at each mass, the most conservative case was taken. The combined experimental upper limit on stable chargino production is shown in Figure 6 . For high (low) sneutrino masses, long-lived charginos can be excluded up to masses of 84 (80) GeV/c 2 at 95% con dence level. Figure 7 indicates the regions of the parameter space for which charginos have long lifetimes.
Sleptons
In a similar way, sleptons can also acquire a long lifetime within the framework of the MSSM. The results are interpreted for the case where the NLSP is a smuon or a stau.
Both left-handed and right-handed sleptons can decay into a neutralino and the corresponding lepton. If the slepton mass is su ciently high to produce on-shell nal state particles, this decay is usually fast and the lifetime of the sleptons is short. However, if the slepton mass is too small to produce the nal state lepton, the decay is kinematically forbidden, and smuons (staus) must decay via virtual muon (tau) exchange into lighter { The upper limit at 95% con dence level is given by the formula exp < 3=( 1 L 1 1;th = 3;th + 2 L 2 2;th = 3;th + 3 L 3 ), where exp is the combined experimental upper limit, i and L i are the e ciencies and integrated luminosities, and i;th is the expected theoretical production cross-section at the three di erent energies. 6 particles. As a consequence, the decay is highly suppressed and the slepton acquires a long lifetime. Figure 8 shows the production cross-sections for left-and right-handed smuons (staus) at a centre-of-mass energy of 172 GeV, estimated with the SUSYGEN generator.
The production cross-sections depend only on the mass of the slepton. This allowed the experimental upper limits on the production cross-sections for the di erent energies to be combined, by taking into account the ratios between the expected production crosssections for long-lived sleptons (as a function of their mass) at the di erent energies. The results are shown in Figure 8 . For left-handed (right-handed) long-lived smuons and staus, masses between 45 and 68(65) GeV/c 2 can be excluded at 95% con dence level. The same mass limits hold for the case where one of the sleptons is the LSP, which is not favoured since a charged stable LSP would build stable atoms, which have not been observed 13].
The slepton can also have a long lifetime in some regions of the MSSM where the chargino is the NLSP and one slepton is slightly heavier than the light chargino. The lefthanded smuon (stau) can decay into the chargino and a muon (tau) neutrino. Therefore a high smuon (stau) lifetime is only possible for a very high mass degeneracy ( m <1 keV/c 2 ) with the chargino. In addition the mass di erence between the slepton and the LSP must be smaller than the lepton mass; otherwise, the slepton decays immediately into the lepton and the LSP. Thus for smuons, the mass di erence between the chargino and the LSP needs to be smaller than the muon mass and the chargino becomes longlived. In this case the mass limits for long-lived charginos given in Figure 6 should be applied. In a similar way, staus can decay outside the detector if the mass di erence between the stau and the LSP is smaller than 0.01 GeV/c 2 . As in the previous case, the light chargino is long-lived, and the appropriate mass limits are valid.
Summary
A search for stable or long-lived heavy charged particles in e + e ? interactions at energies of 130-136, 161 and 172 GeV has been performed. No candidates were observed.
Upper limits at 95% con dence level are given for the cross-section of pair produced charge e and 2=3e particles in the range of 0.4-2.3 pb for masses from 45 to 84 GeV/c 2 . Within the framework of the MSSM and assuming that the neutralino is the LSP, limits at 95% con dence level are derived for long-lived charginos and sleptons. Long-lived charginos with masses ranging from 45 to 84(80) GeV/c 2 for high (low) sneutrino masses are excluded. For selectrons no general mass limits can be given. Left-handed (righthanded) long-lived or stable smuons and staus with masses between 45 and 68(65) GeV/c 2 are excluded. 
